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Quick Facts
Summary
SAP provides a range of solutions that
can help companies create and manage
shared services organizations (SSOs).
Using SAP® Business Suite applications,
all stakeholders – within and outside the
company, from employees and CEOs to
suppliers and customers – can recognize
the value of the shared services you
provide.

Business Challenges
•• Maximize process efficiencies across
finance, HR, IT, and other support
functions
•• Automate business processes to
achieve operational excellence
•• Create multifunctional shared services
organizations
Key Features
•• Interaction center – Support multiple
communication channels and provide
services to leverage operational
efficiency
•• Self-service access – Enable employees, customers, and suppliers to access
data via simple portals
•• Invoice management – Automatically
route invoices to accounts payable
experts for resolution
•• Collections and dispute case
management – Streamline collecting
receivables and accelerate dispute
resolution
•• Master data governance – Creation of
high-quality master data
•• Closing cockpit – Support standardization across closing periods and
subsidiaries
•• Account and intercompany
reconciliation – Eliminate the biggest
bottlenecks to your closing process
•• Service-level agreement (SLA) and
performance management – Analyze
cycle time, automation, effectiveness,
and volume-based process metrics
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Business Benefits
•• Greater business insight through
monitoring of SLAs and KPIs
•• Reduced costs due to automated
processes and efficiencies
•• Increased value and service quality
through faster response times and
satisfaction among employees,
customers, and vendors
For More Information
Call your SAP representative, or visit us
online at www.sap.com.
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Financial Shared Services:
Your Model for Operational Excellence
Shared services organizations (SSOs) have been widely adopted within
large enterprises as a way to reduce costs while increasing value and
service quality. Typically set up as internal business units, SSOs take on
support and administrative functions, with the goal of managing business
processes and satisfying customers. Essential to success is the automation of underlying business processes, helping companies to deliver the
most efficient, effective, and compliant services possible.
Adding Value with Shared
Services Organizations
Shared services organizations (SSOs)
are internal or captive organizations
that deliver business-process support to
other parts of the company. Structured
as business units, they manage support
and administrative functions, gaining
efficiencies through automated business

processes. Companies using SSOs can
anticipate reduced costs; increased value
and quality of service; and greater satisfaction among employees, customers,
and suppliers.
Automation of underlying business
processes is central to the long-term
success of financial shared services.
A wide range of financial functions –
for example, invoice management,

collections management, and period
closing – can benefit from using shared
services. The goal is to deliver the most
efficient, effective, and compliant services
possible, regardless of where in the world
the shared services are located.
Figure 1 depicts shared services as
formerly belonging to local organizations
but now established as centralized, selfresponsible business units.

Figure 1: Shared Services Structured as Individual Global Business Services
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Looking at Proof Points from
the Hackett Group’s 2010 Study
Shared services organizations have been
successfully engaged at large enterprises
for many years, as strikingly shown by
the 2010 study from The Hackett Group
about shared services usage within large
enterprises.1 The Hackett Group is a
leader in business best practices, business benchmarking, and transformation
consulting. Conducted periodically over
several years, the results of the 2010
study reveal a definitive acceptance of
shared services within large organizations,
with 98% of companies surveyed indi
cating that they are using some flavor
of shared services. Finance still leads

the list of functions included in SSOs,
with almost all respondents indicating
this function is included in their SSO
(see Figure 2).
According to the Hackett Group study,
the shared services model is a proven
optimization strategy for cost, quality,
and risk. Many SSOs have been created
to gain advantages in labor cost arbitrage,
as well as other advantages that centralization and standardization can offer
(for example, operational efficiencies,
lower error rates, and flexibility).
According to the Hackett Group’s 2010
study on shared services, respondents
reported that in the 12 months prior to
the study, SSOs had led to significant
improvements in productivity, quality,
and customer service.

In the area of finance, companies
reported the following improvements:
•• 47% of companies saw more than 10%
of productivity improvement
•• 43% of companies saw more than 10%
of quality improvement
•• 35% of companies saw more than 10%
of customer service improvement
Despite these gains, shared services orga
nizations are still far from perfect. Three
trends (discussed in the next section)
are high on executive agendas and may
further improve operational excellence.
Specifically, SSOs are becoming multifunctional, owning the delivery platform,
and automating end-to-end processes.

92%
93%

Figure 2: Scope Ranking in Hackett Group’s Global Business Services Performance Study
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Shared Services Trends
Moving Toward Multifunctional
Shared Services Organizations
According to the Hackett Group’s study
on shared services organizations, more
than 60% of today’s SSOs now handle
more than one support function. In addition to supporting the HR department, for
example, shared services may encompass
finance, IT, and purchasing.
In a survey of the Americas’ SAP Users’
Group (ASUG), SAP asked participants
about their adoption of multifunctional
shared services. The results were consistent with the Hackett Group study, but
with one important differentiation: Of the
companies with multifunctional shared
services, more than half handle their mul
tiple shared services within one shared
services organization. See Figure 3.

Figure 3: Multifunctional Shared Services in ASUG Customer Base
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Companies using shared services organizations can
anticipate reduced costs, increased value and quality
of service, and greater satisfaction among employees,
customers, and suppliers.
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Owning the Delivery Platform

Of course, each type of service has its
own processes with specific issues. For
example, “onboarding” a new employee
in HR is a totally different process than
performing a period-end closing in
finance or strategic sourcing in procurement. But there are many processes in
common. Examples of processes that
are common across multifunctional
shared services include:
•• Multichannel support (phone, selfservices, e-mail, chat)
•• Service ticket management (categorization, contact history, status, servicelevel agreements)
•• Process guidance (checklists, routing
rules)
•• Customer focus (customer history,
surveys, complaint management)
•• Reporting (key performance indicators
demonstrating your service-level
agreements)
•• SAP ERP application and non-SAP
software back-end integration (master
data, transactions, fact sheets)

Why is it so important that companies
run their multifunctional shared services
within the same organization? Running
the SSO like a business and using standardized, automated processes across
multifunctional shared services promotes
efficiencies within finance, HR, IT procurement, and other functional areas of
the organization. By providing services
as a bundle, instead of optimizing and
standardizing each shared service separately, you can leverage financial and
operational efficiencies.
SAP® Shared Service Framework software is built with these efficiencies in
mind. Customers asked SAP to build a
single business platform that can run
multifunctional shared services in an
environment with multiple back ends. As
depicted in Figure 4, SAP Shared Service
Framework software provides a single
business platform for multifunctional
shared services organizations.

Figure 4: One Delivery Platform for Multifunctional Shared Services
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The Financial Department’s Business
Transformation into Shared Services
As organizations grow, bureaucracy and
administrative burdens increase. But too
often, people within the administrative
and support functions do not feel directly responsible for the company’s results
and tend to drift into a “comfortable
mode,” since they are not exposed to
pressing customer needs and market
forces every day. SSOs can be a means
to transform back-office functions such
as accounting or IT support into flexible,
responsive, effective, customer-oriented
teams.
According to Hackett Group’s research,
companies anticipate rapid growth in the
globalization of finance service delivery
across all process domains, including
accounts payable, accounts receivable,

and period closing process domains. In
fact, transactional finance has surpassed
IT and HR as the most highly globalized
business service.
Assessing Maturity According
to Transformation Steps
The Hackett Group study shows that in
finance, the shared service delivery model
has reached a de facto standard. However,
this does not mean that all potential efficiency gains have been reached. The
degree of process automation varies con
siderably between “world-class” financial
shared service centers and companies
with recently emerging or “established
but stagnating” shared services.

The goal of shared services is to deliver the most
efficient, effective, and compliant services possible,
regardless of where in the world the shared services
are located.
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We at SAP have observed the following
transformation steps, which correlate to
certain stages of maturity levels.
Maturity Level 1: Basic Shared Services
Transformation
In general, the basic shared services
organization has two main objectives:
1) reduce costs; and 2) keep quality levels
stable while standardizing business processes. Examples of processes common
to all SSOs are accounts payables (A/P),
travel and expenses (T&E), fixed assets,
general accounting, and accounts receivables (A/R). The basic SSO provides its
services to customers and vendors and
also to internal departments. The SSO is
not under a lot of pressure to create
more efficient processes, as its services
are mandatory for internal departments.
The biggest benefit is gained from the
cost reduction, which is mostly achieved
through labor arbitrage related to the
company’s location strategy.
Maturity Level 2: Transformation into
Business Units
This second stage of SSO maturity is
characterized by the introduction of
service-level agreements (SLAs). The
primary objective is still cost reduction
but with a higher level of service quality.
Often, the SSO broadens the scope of its
processes and offers professional and
advisory services beyond pure trans
action processing. Accounts payable,
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travel and expenses, general accounting,
and accounts receivable are still the main
focus, but now the SSO has greater responsibilities in these areas. The company goal is now to handle the internal SSO
like it would an external service provider
that has contractually fixed service-level
agreements. Key performance indicator
(KPI) monitoring about the efficiency of
the SSO is also part of the transformation.
The SSO must compete with outsourced
shared service providers – and prove its
value proposition above pure cost reduction. Process automation and efficiency
gains become the main value drivers of
the SSO.
Maturity Level 3: Financial Shared
Services Business Units
In this final stage, financial shared services organizations are completely independent business units. The companies have
strategically anchored support functions
like finance as shared services via fully

autonomous business units. Each business unit’s objective is to generate value
by delivering services under competitive
conditions. New responsibilities and roles
such as worldwide process owners for
A/P, A/R, period closing, and so on are
associated with this model. The finance
SSO broadens the scope of its processes
and offers professional and advisory services along all financial processes.
Now, at this stage of maturity, all stakeholders within and outside the company
recognize the value of shared services.
Service agents work in professional,
optimized work environments with easy
access to relevant information. The solution rate of the first level of support is
80% and higher. Both internal company
employees and external business partners have easy access to shared services
centers and are very satisfied with the
timeliness and quality of the solutions.
SLAs and KPI monitoring give process
owners and senior management the

necessary insight into the effectiveness
of and customer satisfaction with the
delivered business processes.
Based on insights from customers and
analysts, we at SAP have observed that
nearly all large enterprises have already
implemented a finance shared services
organization; however, only a few com
panies are near the final stage of SSO
maturity. And even here, providing shared
services is always an evolving topic, as
new business processes are constantly
under consideration, and new issues are
coming up in already-provided services.
The next sections describe how SAP®
Business Suite software – and in particular, SAP Shared Service Framework software – is designed to meet the needs of
today’s world-class finance shared services organizations. Find out how our soft
ware can accompany you in future growth
and shared services implementations.

By providing services as a bundle, instead of optimizing and
standardizing each shared service separately, you can leverage
financial and operational efficiencies.
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10 Value Points from SAP
Using SAP Business Suite
Software to Obtain Greater
Value
Ideally, the value of your financial shared
services organization will be positively
noticed by your stakeholders within
and outside the company. Stakeholders
include SSO managers, process owners,
shared service agents, and all clients of
your SSO, including employees, managers,
external customers, and vendors. The
following points identify the benefits you
can anticipate when using SAP Business
Suite applications.
1. Better insight into SLAs and KPIs
for managers and process owners
Managers of SSOs need deeper insight
into your shared service operations.
Process owners need to have the
correct alert-based reporting to react
on suddenly increasing workload
situations. You need KPIs to help you
observe if the service-level agreements are reached.
With SAP Shared Service Framework, SSO managers and process
owners can use service-level management and KPI monitoring to get better
insight into the effectiveness and customer satisfaction of their company’s
shared business processes.
2. One professional workplace for all
shared services agents
Shared services organizations can
be organized in different workplace
models. They can operate all in one
location, in several locations, as virtual teams, or as combinations of these.
In most cases, separate solutions are
used for call management, routing,
and dispatching. Data entry is often
duplicated, which can result in inadvertent errors and delays. Business
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information typically is distributed over
several ERP back ends and knowledge
databases.
		 While using SAP Shared Service
Framework software, shared service
agents can work with a single integrated service delivery platform that
connects them with all necessary busi
ness applications during the delivery
process. The single service delivery
platform can also be used in a typical
heterogeneous system landscape
with many different software releases,
including non-SAP systems.
3. Automated shared service center
access for employees and managers
SSOs can have a reputation issue,
where the perception of SSOs is low,
and the SSO is seen “as a hotline.”
Employees or managers may perceive
the involvement of the SSO in a business process as cumbersome because
shared services personnel spend too
much time on the phone – typically
because there are no better communication means available. E-mail and
service tickets need a personal followup (usually a telephone call) for further
investigation. Ticket creation with the
client on the phone is time-consuming
for both parties.
With SAP Shared Service Framework
software, employees and managers can
use automatically generated service

tickets. The software transmits existing
application context, prefilling service
tickets with essential information –
with little or no need for further information from the employee or manager.
4. Self-service information access for
your customers
Your SSO receives a lot of telephone
calls from your customers. In many
cases, the questions are very similar
and concern the customer’s latest
bills, including pricing questions,
complaints about dunning, and so on.
Self-service portals where customers
are connected with the specific processes are not available.
Using SAP Shared Service Framework, your customers can connect via
self-services into the service process.
For example, they can get insight into
their open bills, make payments, and
start the dispute clarification process,
which automatically contains all relevant business information.
5. Self-service information access for
your suppliers
Your SSO receives a large number of
phone calls from your suppliers, as
well. Again, in many cases, the questions are repetitive: “When will my
invoice be paid?” In many cases today,
self-service portals where suppliers are
connected with the specific accounts
payables processes are not available.

Process automation has the greatest impact on
realizing the goal of achieving operational excellence.
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With SAP Shared Service Framework,
your suppliers can connect via selfservices into the service process. They
can view their open invoices and get
important status information such as
whether an invoice was received or
when it is scheduled for payment. This
information can be then fed into their
own liquidity planning processes. Suppliers can also generate tickets, which
automatically contain the needed
business information.
6. Self-service and process governance
for internal business requests
As stated above, many SSOs are perceived (and may perceive themselves)
as a kind of hotline taking calls from
internal customers. The most frequently requested services – like the
request for master data changes or
posting requests – are not handled
via self-services and standardized
governance processes.
SAP Shared Service Framework
enables internal business experts –
like cost-center managers – to connect
via self-services into the service process. Self-service requests for changes
in master data and posting issues are
available together with the needed data
validation and approval workflows.
7.	Higher degree of automation and
process insight for A/P process
owners
For most companies, invoice processing requires too much manual effort,
causing a drain on resources internally
and for the vendors involved. Manual
invoice data entry and the resulting
error resolution efforts involve timeconsuming historical research and
communication with the vendor. If the
process is organized as a shared service, the end-to-end process includes

invoice scanning, optical character
recognition (OCR), and invoice verification according to different country
laws.
For A/P process owners, SAP Invoice
Management application by OpenText
optimizes and simplifies the process
of creating, managing, monitoring, and
routing purchase orders and invoices.
Invoices are processed more efficiently and quickly, and problem invoices
are automatically routed to the SSO
for problem resolution, approval, and
payment.
8.	Higher automation degree and
process insight for A/R process
owners
As companies centralize operations,
the personal relationships that have
developed between your customers
and your back-office receivables teams
may break. SSO agents will most prob
ably have less familiarity with the individual customers than the local A/R
clerks had, and therefore clear guidance is required in the collection and
dispute management processes.
The SAP Collections and Dispute
Management application benefits
A/R process owners with proactive
receivables management. Using collection strategies, they can evaluate
and prioritize customers for customer
calls regarding open invoices. Customer disputes are structured, and
the clarification process is automated
with workflow. Analytical insight into
the root causes for disputes builds
the basis for process improvements.
9.	Higher degree of automation
and process insight for general
accounting process owners
Many companies struggle with their
financial closing cycles. Accountants
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perform time-consuming tasks – from
creating journal entries to posting
periodic accruals – and must manually
gather, consolidate, and validate finan
cial data from different source software
systems. In an SSO setting, these
challenges are compounded by the
fact that activities must be coordinated across multiple subsidiaries, divisions, and time zones.
General accounting process owners
benefit from integrated end-to-end
support for a streamlined, more accurate financial close. The SAP Financial
Closing cockpit helps ensure regulatory compliance and increases confidence in companies’ financial reports.
SAP solutions span the entire closing
cycle, from the local to group level,
and include highly automated and
standardized accruals, reconciliations,
and consolidations.
10. Rapid deployment of SAP Shared
Service Framework for financials
As nearly all of customers already have
running SSOs, and there is always a
risk associated with changing existing
processes, implementation projects
will need clear guidance on how to
implement the SAP Shared Service
Framework software.
Project managers will benefit from
the SAP Shared Service Framework
rapid-deployment solution for financials. It clearly outlines goals, expectations, commitments, and timelines,
and helps to minimize uncertainty
and streamline deployment. The preconfigured software can be delivered
by SAP Consulting services or partners
in as little as four to five weeks.
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Benefits for SSO Stakeholders
Managers Gaining Insight
into Service-Level agreements
and KPIs
In the final stage of SSO maturity, financial
shared services organizations are completely independent business units and
need to prove that they provide value in
a competitive environment. Performance
measures are installed to objectify the
success and value of SSOs processes.
These KPIs are needed at different levels
of granularity. They provide deep insight
at the operational process level for SSO
managers and process owners, and aggregated business KPIs for SSO stakeholders such as your management sponsors, chief operating officer, and CFO.
SAP Shared Service Framework software solves the practical challenge facing
SSOs. For example, a common practical
challenge occurs in many SSOs when
companies have defined a large number
of very detailed KPIs. Often they struggle
with the implementation because there
is no way to extract the required basic
data from their underlying business systems. SAP Shared Service Framework
resolves this issue so this basic data can
be extracted.
The Hackett Group’s Performance
Exchange solution helps provide additional insight to performance, with KPIs
for information process cycle time, automation, effectiveness, and volume-based
process metrics.
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Agents Working in a Central,
Professional Workplace
With the SAP Shared Service Framework,
all of your shared services center agents
can operate entirely within a single operating environment called the interaction
center. The interaction center gives agents
the means to communicate with employees, suppliers, and clients, and it integrates with applications in the back-end
systems of the corporate IT landscape.
The interaction center is an embedded
functionality from the SAP Customer
Relationship Management application
where it provides a solution for managing
customer interactions in this single work
place. For transparency reasons, a service
ticketing system is required for any kind
of SSO. Connecting easily with various
back-end systems provides additional
value by helping your agents know which
data is relevant for a particular customer
or vendor.
Operating in a single unified workplace,
agents in an SSO can:
•• Identify customers, vendors, and
employees based on telephony
integration
•• Process service tickets more quickly
and easily
•• Leverage support for multiple in-bound
channels (phone, e-mail, chat,
self-service)
Additionally, the single workplace environ
ment facilitates activities in service management (service catalog, SLA, contact
history, and surveys) and process monitoring (checklist and routing rules).

Navigating Complex System
Landscapes with One-Click Access
It is especially important that shared
services agents have simple, easy access
to information, even in complex system
landscapes. For example, service agents
do not want to ask callers to hold while
they log onto various software applications or information portals. Avoiding such
scenarios is the foundation for improved
service quality, which can smooth the way
to scalable success with early efficiency
gains even in the very first steps of
implementation.
SAP Shared Service Framework is
designed to offer one-click access to data
even in complex system landscapes. For
example, it offers more than 100 one-click
connections to back-office applications
such as A/P, A/R, travel and expense,
financial accounting, fixed asset account
ing, and management accounting. The
connections are delivered with contextspecific report filters to speed access
to information. Customer and vendor
fact sheets summarize key business
relationships, and customers, vendors,
and employees can take advantage of
self-service access to validate data and
prefill service tickets for accelerated
processing.
Pushing Data to Agents
With the customer and vendor fact sheet,
360-degree information is pushed to the
agent without the agent having to start a
search query. These fact sheets give the
shared services agent important finance
information and help the agent to get a
complete picture of the business partner.
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The fact sheets also offer drill-downs in
all relevant finance data into the correct
back-end systems, such as a drill down
into line items, into master data, or into
dispute cases.
Employees and Managers
Accessing Shared Services in
One Click
Companies using shared services as the
strategic delivery method for their support functions need high acceptance and
usage rates to be successful with this
concept. Otherwise, shadow processes
will sprout, and the expected efficiency
gain will not take place. Providing your
employees the easiest way for getting
help from your SSO is a very important
task for a successful SSO. SAP Shared
Service Framework allows your shared

service agents to access back-end processes with just one click. Similarly, your
employees and managers can create
service tickets with just one click in the
ERP back-end system.
With one-click help for ERP back-end
issues, you can automatically convert
each transaction error into a service ticket.
The service ticket includes the whole
context of the problem, with intelligence
about the business partner, the transaction, and the business document. The link
to the ERP transaction is also part of the
service ticket. Additionally, the requester
can attach a screen shot (automatically
generated and inserted as an attachment).
The SAP Shared Service Framework helps
you reach an unprecedented information
level by simplifying problem reporting for
your employees.

Figure 5: Self-Service Portal for Internal Business Experts

Customers and Vendors
Achieving Greater Satisfaction
The SAP Biller Direct application provides
a self-service portal for customers and
vendors. For customers, it presents bills
and credit notes and integrates with the
SAP Collections and Dispute Management application, allowing customers to
view the status of their disputes, thereby
improving customer relationships. For
vendors, SAP Biller Direct presents invoices received and integrates via automatic service request creation with SAP
Shared Service Framework. Vendors can
view the status of their invoices and get
important payment information, thereby
improving supplier relationships.
Some companies have hundreds of
thousands or even millions of customers
– such as in the telecommunication
industry. Some companies have tens of
thousands of vendors. These numbers
could lead to a very high number of SSO
agents.
Customers and vendors can be connected via self-services into the service
process. This improves customer and
vendor satisfaction while at the same time
reducing the operating costs of your SSO.

The self-service portal for employees optimizes the user experience with shared services for
finance and accounting, saving costs.
Employees can initiate creation and changes to accounting objects through the convenient
financial self-service portal. This supports reuse and integration of master data governance
technology with flexibility for future extensions and fully harmonized financial master data.
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Internal Business Experts
Leveraging Self-Service Access
Providing information about or changes to
financial objects, like general ledger accounts, cost centers, profit centers, inter
nal orders, or other master data, creates
a sizeable workload for SSOs. If managed
via telephone, SSOs are expected to provide a certain level of responsiveness –
which is expensive and does not contribute to a positive perception of the SSO.
Using self-services in a multiple back-end
landscape requires a solid foundation that
allows central request management with
delivery and execution of the requested
action on the relevant back end.
Internal self-services let business
experts stay in their comfort zone. For
example, it is easier for business experts
to include rationales into the requested
service, and they can request changes or

get an overview about service progress
at any time. The self-service process also
provides a centrally implemented governance process to help ensure the correct
service flow. Additionally, greater use of
self-service benefits SSOs by saving time
and headcount.
The SAP Shared Service Framework is
delivered with preconfigured self-services
for master data handling and posting
requests, as depicted in Figure 5. Using
master data self-services based on the
SAP Master Data Governance application,
you can extend your scope into harmonized financial master data. Harmonizing
your master data needs organizational
alignment on various levels, which could
take time. Thus, you can first start with a
“governance process only” approach and
harvest the value on the first level of your
evolution into fully harmonized master
data.

Accounts Payables Gaining
Efficiencies with More
Automation
Process owners for accounts payable
recognize automation as an area of significant efficiency potential. For the SSO
– which can now be given worldwide A/P
responsibility – automation and flexibility
are the keys to streamlining and optimizing the invoice verification and payment
process.
The SAP Invoice Management application by OpenText offers you end-to-end
process automation and flexibility support
together with analytical process insight
across the whole process chain, as depicted in Figure 6. It accommodates all
kinds of invoice input channels, including
paper-based, e-mail, intermediate documents, and electronic invoices. Centrally

Figure 6: Supporting End-to-End Processes with SAP® Invoice Management by OpenText
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implemented and configured, it provides
business rules for invoice verification and
offers flexibility via country-specific business rules. It enables automatic routing
to the appropriate A/P experts for resolution and automatic SSO routing with
generated service tickets. It also supports
end-to-end process analytics, like analyz
ing cycle times or bottlenecks.
With SAP Invoice Management, your
SSO can grow along with your business
needs and support multiple back-end
environments, achieve invoice transparency across the corporation, and support
multiple languages and country rules and
regulations regarding invoice handling.
With automation, your process support is
scalable with the highest invoice volumes.
A/P process owners can achieve the
highest degree of automation by com
bining SAP Invoice Management with
the SAP E-Invoicing for Compliance
OnDemand solution. This combination
helps you leverage existing investments
and entirely automate your invoice-topay processing.
SAP E-Invoicing for Compliance
OnDemand lets you economically send
and receive paperless invoices. Increasing
the level of automation reduces the cost
of processing invoices. Applying countryspecific rules helps to ensure higher
compliance and greater legal certainty.
Additionally, the e-invoicing solution helps
to improve connections to key business
partners by accelerating the exchange of
accurate, trusted information.

Accounts Receivables Improving
Efficiency Through Automation
Companies generally keep their A/R
process inside the company because
customer relationships are often considered to be a company’s most important
asset. The distance between the sales
front office and the SSO will probably be
a major challenge in moving A/R into an
SSO. The combination of improved process efficiency without putting your valuable customer relationships at risk is
provided by the SAP Collections and
Dispute Management application.
SAP Collections and Dispute Management combines automation with customer orientation. A/R process owners
can create standardized processes for
collecting overdue receivables. They can
automatically create daily collection
work lists based on collection strategies.

KPIs and customer valuations help to
prepare the shared service agent for
customer contact. Collection specialists
get rich process support for viewing and
collecting open items, and a collection
work list is integrated into the workplace
of the shared service agent. A/R process
owners can track and monitor reasons
of the disputes; managing dispute cases
is integrated into the workplace of the
shared service agent.
The integration of SAP Collections and
Dispute Management into the shared
service agent’s workplace provides the
agent with a homogeneous user experience in your SSO. Agents do not have
to get used to a second working envi
ronment. Collection specialists are positioned to achieve higher productivity,
and customer-facing communication is
improved via faster information access
and telephony integration.

Many shared services organizations have
been created to gain advantages in labor
cost arbitrage, as well as other advantages
that centralization and standardization
can offer
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SAP Collections and Dispute Management is designed to improve your customer relationship by making it easier
for A/R process owners to track and
monitor root causes of disputes. In this
way, they can streamline and accelerate
cross-department dispute resolution
and foster better customer relationship
through faster resolution of disputes.
Using effective credit management,
companies can reduce their exposure
to bad debt and prevent the possibility
of nonpayment for a delivery that has
already been made. The prerequisites
for a company-wide credit policy are the
integration of credit management in all
distribution channels, automated realtime decisions, and access to internal
and external credit information. The SAP
Credit Management application provides
companies that have a large customer
base with the opportunity to monitor the
total liabilities of their customers using

appropriate credit lines. A decisive advan
tage of this approach is a centralized and
company-wide management of credit
lines.
SAP Credit Management delivers proactive credit management with early
warning mechanisms that help reduce
payment failure by early detection of high
risk customers (using an “early warning”
function) and by taking action with the
appropriate measures. For example, the
application helps you to analyze the risk
profile of your customer base, to advise
sales activities. You can monitor transactions, taking action only when necessary.
General Accounting
Accelerating Closing
Financials closing processes keep general
accounting process owners busy. Closing
the books is the finance team’s most externally recognized process. Shareholders,

investors, and regulatory agencies will
notice any delay, effectively guaranteeing
negative press coverage. A fast closing
process must always assure a high-quality
close. Processes are monitored to build a
foundation of trusted information for decision making and reporting. Can companies take the risk of giving their financial
closing process to their SSO? Yes, with
the right supporting solutions, they can.
The SAP Financial Closing cockpit
accelerates your financial closing cycle
through greater automation and central
monitoring. It lets you complete financial
closes faster and more accurately while
meeting regulatory requirements and
financial reporting standards. Like other
financial shared services solutions, it can
also be used in heterogeneous system
landscapes to manage closing cycles
across SAP and non-SAP applications.

Three trends high on executive agendas may further improve
operational excellence: SSOs becoming multifunctional,
owning the delivery platform, and automating end-to-end
processes.
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The financial closing cockpit combines
process acceleration with quality assurance. It supports standardization across
closing periods and subsidiaries, man
ages and controls dependent processes
across all applications, and allows general
accounting process owners and subsidiary managers to monitor the status of
the closing process on their levels of
responsibilities. It also supports process
improvements by comparing actual task
durations with planned duration times.
A high-quality closing process is only
achieved with correct financial statements;
nevertheless, the way to achieve this is
difficult for many companies. The biggest
impediments are the various reconciliation issues that still make up a big part of
a company’s closing cycle. Some reconciliation tasks – such as intercompany
reconciliation – have the same requirements if handled within SSOs or locally.
But because of the greater distance from
the SSO to local business experts, qualitative reconciliation needs become even
more important when closing is processed within an SSO. SAP provides
solutions for both cases.
The SAP Intercompany application
supports Web-based, peer-to-peer intercompany reconciliation. SAP Consulting
services or partner solutions, like
BlackLine Systems BlackLine Account
Reconciliation software, can provide you
with assessment solutions for validating
balance sheets or profit-and-loss accounts
from your local business experts.

Implementation Projects
Meeting Deadlines
The SAP Shared Service Framework
rapid-deployment solution for financials
delivers preconfigured software to eliminate guesswork and support you in implementing your finance SSO processes.
This offering comes with a predetermined
baseline scope, time frame, and cost,
eliminating your overall project risk. Your
project team is guided toward a scoping
expectation quickly with associated cost
and implementation times, helping you
to gain rapid buy-in of all stakeholders.
With the rapid-deployment solution, all
postproject documentation deliverables
are clearly defined and provide feedback
about the implementation that the expec
tations were delivered. The solution can
be delivered rapidly in as little as four
weeks, using SAP Consulting services or

a rapid-deployment solutions–qualified
implementation partner. The proven
methodology clearly outlines goals, expectations, commitments, and timelines,
minimizing uncertainty and streamlining
deployment. Checklists, guides, question
naires, and project plans are delivered
to optimize the implementation time for
this solution.
To make it easy to meet your budget
requirements and financial goals, the
solution pricing is reasonable and transparent – and established up front.
We aim to help you to be on the safe
side with the rapid deployment of SAP
Shared Service Framework for financials.
The solution provides preconfigured
software and rapid delivery in as little as
four weeks. With reasonable and transparent pricing, the solution offers a fixed
baseline scope and faster time to value.

A consensus of opinion among shared service
organizations from different companies is that process
automation has the greatest impact on realizing the
goal of achieving operational excellence.
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Summary of SAP Business Suite
Applications for Financial Shared Services
We’ve discussed SAP Business Suite applications for financial shared services from a process and user-role
perspective. Here we summarize related solutions from SAP and briefly highlight the main benefits for shared
services organizations. Note that these solutions are enablers of shared services and do not replace the
already installed business processes in your SAP ERP application back-end systems.

Summary of SAP® Business Suite Applications for Financial Shared Services
SAP solution

Purpose

Features

SAP Shared Service
Framework software

Multifunctional shared services
framework providing the cornerstone
for each shared services organization

•• Multichannel support (phone, self-services, e-mail, chat)
•• Service ticket management (categorization, contact
history, status, service-level agreements)
•• Process guidance (checklists, routing rules)
•• Customer focus (customer history, surveys, complaint
management)
•• SAP and non-SAP ERP back-end integration (master
data, transactions, applications, fact sheets)
•• Reporting (key performance indicators proving your
service-level agreements)
•• Self-service access for employees and managers

Rapid deployment of SAP
Shared Service Framework
for financials

Limit your project risk with
predetermined baseline scope, time,
cost, and quality

•• Preconfigured software
•• Rapid delivery in as little as four weeks
•• Reasonable and transparent pricing
•• Fixed baseline scope
•• Faster time to value

SAP Invoice Management
application by OpenText

End-to-end automation, flexibility, and
process insight

•• All kinds of invoice input channels (paper based, e-mail,
intermediate document, electronic invoices)
•• Central implementation and configuration
•• Delivered business rules for invoice verification
•• Flexibility via country-specific business rules
•• Automatic routing to appropriate A/P experts for
resolution
•• Automatic shared services organization routing with
generated service tickets
•• End-to-end process analytics (like cycle times or
bottlenecks)

SAP E-Invoicing for
Compliance OnDemand
solution

Legally compliant, digitally signed
invoices electronically in the format
you or your business partners require.

•• Reduced cost of invoice processes by increasing the
level of automation
•• Higher compliance and legal certainty by applying
country-specific rules
•• Improved connections to key business partners by
accelerated exchange of accurate, trusted information
•• Lower cost through standardized interfaces to the SAP
ERP application and SAP Invoice Management application
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SAP solution

Purpose

Features

SAP Collections and
Dispute Management
application

Combined collections and dispute
case management, collections
automation, and customer orientation

•• A/R process owners can create company-specific rules
for collecting receivables
•• Daily collection work lists based on collection
strategies are automatically created
•• KPIs and customer valuations help to prepare the
customer contact
•• Collection specialists get rich process support for
viewing and collecting open items
•• Collection work list is integrated into the workplace of
the shared service agent

Dispute automation and customer
orientation

•• A/R process owners can track and monitor reasons of
the disputes
•• Streamline and accelerate cross-department dispute
resolution
•• Better customer relationship through quicker
resolution of disputes
•• Reduce days sales outstanding (DSO)
•• Dispute case management is integrated into the
workplace of the shared service agent

SAP Credit Management
application

Proactive credit management with
early warning mechanism

•• Reduced payment failure by early detection of high-risk
customers and by taking action of the appropriate
measures
•• Have a good assessment of the risk profile of your
customer base to advise sales where to focus
•• Do not impede daily business
•• Monitor everything, but take action only when
necessary

SAP Biller Direct
application

Customer and vendor get easy insight
into their invoices

•• Provides functions for electronic bill presentment and
payment
•• Invoice recipients can see their account balance with
the biller and look at their bills, credits, or payments
•• Invoice recipients can initiate payments or download
bills into their accounts payable system
•• Invoice recipients can dispute bills from the Internet
and collaborate with the biller
•• Enables real-time integration between the SAP
back-end software and the Internet without any data
redundancies
•• A/R process owners can comprise company-specific
rules for collecting receivables
•• Automatic one-click service ticket creation, in case
additional SSO support is wanted
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SAP solution

Purpose

Features

SAP Financial Closing
cockpit

Combines process acceleration with
quality assurance

•• Supports standardization across closing periods and
subsidiaries
•• Manages and controls dependent processes across
all applications
•• Allows general accounting process owners and
subsidiary managers to monitor the status of the
closing process on their levels of responsibilities
•• Supports process improvements via comparing actual
task durations with planned duration times
•• Automates service ticket creation out of batch job for
fast error detection and resolution

SAP Master Data
Governance application

Perform accurate reconciliations and
group closes in a timely manner

•• Ensure consistency of financial master data across
entire organization, including local financial systems
•• Involve stakeholders early in increasing the quality of
the company’s financial master data
•• Govern the master data process with auditable data
and data changes

SAP Intercompany
application

Eliminate the biggest bottleneck to
your closing process

•• Faster reporting cycles by providing tools to enable
business units to resolve differences earlier in the finan
cial reporting process, thus removing the intercompany
reconciliation bottleneck within corporate finance
•• Greater productivity by freeing the finance department
for more valuable activities, such as analyzing and
measuring and improving performance
•• Rapid implementation, thanks to centralized
deployment and ease of use

BlackLine Systems, an SAP
partner – product for
balance sheet reconciliation

Assessment solution for balance
sheets and profit loss accounts

•• Helps ensure and support Sarbanes-Oxley compliance
by automating segregating of duties between
reconciler and SSO
•• Ensures completeness by providing visibility to
reconciliation status and requiring ownership of all
active balance sheet and profit and loss accounts
•• Provides central repository for documented balance
sheet reconciliations

Hackett Group, an SAP
partner – Performance
Exchange product for
process monitoring

Drive operational excellence through
continuous process improvement

•• Analyze cycle time, automation, effectiveness, and
volume-based process metrics
•• Drill down from company results to detailed
comparisons between business units or regions
•• Compare performance with peer-group and
world-class data
•• Quantify and evaluate performance and business
process improvement opportunities
•• Review month-to-month trends to track and monitor
progress
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Find Out More
To learn more about how SAP Business
Suite applications can help you create
and manage shared services organizations, call your SAP representative today
or visit us on the Web at www.sap.com.

With SAP Shared Service Framework, SSO managers and
process owners can use service-level management and
KPI monitoring to get better insight into the effectiveness
and customer satisfaction of their company’s shared
business processes.

FOOTNOTE
1. The Hackett Group, Inc., 2010 Global Business
Services/Shared Services Performance Study.
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